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How Strong Buyers Spur Upstream Innovation* 

We challenge the view that the presence of powerful buyers stifles suppliers' 
incentives to innovate. Following Katz (1987), we model buyer power as 
buyers' ability to substitute away from a given supplier and isolate several 
effects that support the opposite view, namely that the presence of powerful 
buyers induces a supplier to invest more in cost reduction. In contrast to 
negotiations with smaller buyers, the outcome of negotiations with large 
buyers is fully determined by their more valuable alternative supply option. 
This increases the supplier's incentives to reduce marginal costs, both as the 
supplier receives a larger fraction of the thereby generated incremental profits 
and as this makes buyers' alternative supply option less valuable. The latter 
effect is due to downstream competition between buyers and, as we show, is 
also stronger the larger and thus the more powerful buyers are. 
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1 Introduction

Any purely static view of how market structure a¤ects welfare is likely to be misleading. An-

titrust authorities are thus well advised to take a more dynamic perspective - as they increasingly

do - and to take into consideration how market structure can a¤ect �rms�incentives to invest and

innovate. Traditionally, the focus has been squarely on how horizontal market structure, namely

the degree of horizontal competition and the market power exerted by individual �rms, a¤ects

investment incentives. Lately, however, antitrust authorities around the world have become

increasingly concerned about the exercise of buyer power in vertical relations.

Retailing, in particular in fast-moving consumer goods, provides a prominent example.

There, the formation of multinational retail companies and the switch to ever larger store formats

have arguably put increasing pressure on suppliers, as noted by a number of policy reports that

were commissioned by antitrust authorities and policy institutes (e.g., OECD (1999), European

Commission (1999), FTC (2001), and Competition Commission (2000) for the UK).1 One key

concern is that the exercise of buyer power will invariantly sti�e suppliers�incentives.2 Given

the dearth of both theoretical and empirical work (see also the literature discussion below), the

conjecture that buyer power is likely to negatively a¤ect upstream incentives seems like a very

reasonable �rst response. As we argue in this paper, it can, however, be extremely misleading.

The notion that buyer power reduces incentives seems to rest on the presumption that by

extracting a larger share of total pro�ts, a more powerful buyer can also extract a larger share of

the incremental pro�ts from an upstream investment, which should naturally reduce suppliers�

incentives.3 A formal way to capture this presumption is to assume that a buyer can extract a

�xed fraction of the joint pro�ts and to account for varying degrees of buyer power by simply

1Though being a very prominent example, retailing in fast-moving consumer goods is not the only industry
where such concerns have been expressed. Other examples include supply relations in the automotive industry
or, in particular in the US, the health care industry.

2With regards to retailing, the view that �suppliers respond by under-investing in innovation or production�
(FTC 2001, p. 57) when faced with stronger buyers seems to be pervasive. Pitofsky (1997) expresses similar
concerns for the health industry. One possible countervailing force, though arguably only applicable to highly
concentrated industries, is that the presence of dominant buyers can overcome free-rider problems. (See Fumagalli
and Motta (2000) for an analysis how the presence of large buyers can stimulate upstream entry.)

3We restrict attention to investments where incentives can not be adequately provided through contractual
means. Similar to much of the related literature, this may be the case as it is hard to specify the investment ex
ante in su¢ cient detail. Likewise, with a large number of buyers free-rider problems may also limit the extent to
which incentives can be provided through up-front multilateral contracts.
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scaling this fraction up or down. Though convenient and therefore often used as a modelling

tool, to our knowledge there exists, however, no theory that would support such a hard-wired

link between the fraction of surplus a buyer can extract and more fundamental characteristics

that would contribute to �buyer power�, such as a buyer�s size.

We build a model where buyer power arises from �rst principles. Buyers that compete in a

downstream market negotiate with a supplier over bilateral contracts, where we allow for two-

part tari¤s.4 Our focus will be on a supplier�s incentives to invest in reducing marginal costs.

Buyers have to incur costs so as to generate alternative supply options. Large buyers are able

to distribute these costs over a larger number of units, while they also reap larger bene�ts from

having lower purchasing costs per unit. The consequence of this is that when negotiating with

the supplier, a large buyer will have potentially a more attractive and thus also more credible

alternative supply option. While for small buyers the option of switching to another source of

supply will have no impact on their contracts, for large buyers the opposite can be the case: the

outcome of negotiations can be fully pinned down by the value of their respective alternative

supply options.5 The latter is good news for the supplier�s incentives, even though the supplier�s

total pro�ts decrease in the presence of fewer but larger buyers.

The supplier�s incentives increase for the following reasons. First, the supplier now receives a

larger fraction of the incremental pro�ts that are generated by its investment. Furthermore, the

supplier has additional incentives as a decrease in marginal costs makes the buyers�alternative

supply option less valuable, which in turn allows the supplier to extract even more of the

generated pro�ts. The latter e¤ect is due to downstream competition between buyers. As

lower marginal costs will lead to lower per-unit purchasing costs for all supplied �rms, a buyer

that chooses to switch to another source of supply will be more at a disadvantage vis-a-vis

competing �rms the more the supplier has invested to reduce marginal costs. We also �nd that

this e¤ect is stronger if buyers that are already large grow even further (e.g., by taking over

other smaller or equally sized buyers).

4 In the main part of the paper we adopt an axiomatic approach to bargaining (namely, the Nash solution),
while in the Appendix we provide a foundation in a non-cooperative game.

5 In the parlour of bargaining theory, we thus use the well-known �outside option principle.�Seminal references
for this are Shaked and Sutton (1984), where this principle is applied to worker-�rm bargaining, Binmore, Rubin-
stein, and Wolinsky (1989), who analyze the role of outside options in di¤erent non-cooperative alternating-o¤er
games, and Binmore, Shaked, and Sutton (1989), who also provide some experimental support.
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Our paper does not intend to provide a carte blanche for the creation and exercise of buyer

power. Instead, we would like to emphasize the following implications of our results. First,

our results show that buyer power need not invariably sti�e investment by upstream �rms. To

the contrary, our arguments support also the opposite view that buyer power can induce more

investment. Second, on a more general level our results show that it is essential to make precise

what is meant by the creation and exercise of buyer power. In our model, it is buyers�size that

translates into more attractive alternative supply options, which then in�uence the outcome of

negotiations and thereby the supplier�s incremental pro�ts from making additional investments.

Other ways of enhancing buyer power such as the creation of private-label goods in retailing or

the adoption of speci�c purchasing techniques (e.g., the use of electronic buying platforms) may

well have di¤erent implications.

There is a growing literature on buyer power.6 When dealing with the welfare consequences of

the exercise of buyer power, almost all of these papers focus on the impact on prices, typically in a

model where only linear prices are feasible.7 To our knowledge, there are only a few exceptions

that consider the (dynamic) implications for investment incentives. Both Chen (2004) and

Inderst and Sha¤er (forthcoming) consider the impact of buyer mergers on product diversity.

In Inderst and Wey (2004) a merger of buyers may induce suppliers to choose a less convex

and potentially welfare improving production technology. In these papers, buyer power, i.e., the

possibility of some (larger) buyers to extract a discount, has di¤erent origins than in the current

model, where it is linked to buyers�outside option. Our approach follows closely Katz (1987),

which deals with the impact of price discrimination on welfare. Other channels to create a link

between, in particular, size and buyer power include risk aversion (e.g., Chae and Heidhues

(2004), DeGraba (2003)), the role of �gatekeeping� in local markets (Mazzarotto (2003)), or

collusion among suppliers (Snyder (1996)).

Finally, some of the more general insights on bargaining and incentives are shared with the

recent literature on the hold-up problem. De Meza and Lockwood (1998) and Chiu (1998) show

how results of the theory of ownership (see Hart (1995) for an overview) change if one adopts

6Snyder (2005) and Inderst and Sha¤er (2005) provide recent surveys.
7Von Ungern-Sternberg (1996) is an early example of models that assume linear pricing in all relationship,

while in Chen (2003) linear pricing is only assumed with respect to a fringe of small buyers. Still other papers
focus exclusively on distributional issues and derive conditions for when downstream or upstream mergers are
bene�cial (e.g., Horn and Wolinksy (1988) or Chipty and Snyder (1999)).
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a bargaining concept that embodies the logic of the �outside option principle�, as we do in

the current paper. There are, however, numerous di¤erences between this work and ours. In

our model, a supplier negotiates with multiple buyers, which further compete on a downstream

market. Also, we study the role of buyers� size and are interested in what impact it has on

consumer surplus by a¤ecting upstream investment incentives.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model and derives some

preliminary results on the bargaining solution. Section 3 analyzes how the formation of larger

and more powerful buyers a¤ects investment incentives. Section 4 discusses and extends these

results. Section 5 concludes. The proofs as well as the calculations for a numerical example are

relegated to the Appendix. The Appendix contains as well a non-cooperative bargaining model

that supports the axiomatic approach that is taken in the main part of the paper.

2 The Model and Preliminary Analysis

2.1 The Industry

We analyze the incentives of one supplier, S, to reduce costs.8 The supplier provides an input to

an intermediary industry. Firms in the intermediary industry use the input from S to produce

a homogeneous �nal good. All �rms in the intermediary industry have identical production

functions. As in Katz (1987), we assume that �rms transform one unit of the input into one

unit of the output.9 Also following Katz (1987), we assume that these intermediaries compete

in a number of independent markets. We allow for N � 2 independent markets, in each of which

there are two competing �rms active. The 2N downstream �rms are owned by a number I � 2

of intermediaries, to which we simply refer to as buyers. A given buyer Bi, where 1 � i � I,

can only own �rms in separate markets.10 The number of �rms ni that Bi owns will be our

measure of the buyer�s overall size. As in Katz (1987), larger buyers will be able to extract a

8There is a large literature that considers incentives to reduce costs, though there the focus is typically on the
nature and intensity of horizontal competition (e.g., Qiu (1997)) or its interaction with agency problems inside
�rms (e.g., Schmidt (1997)).

9Given symmetry of production functions, this speci�cation is not important for our results. A natural example
where this speci�cation is reasonable is that of retailing.
10This rules out standard monopolization e¤ects. It also allows us to treat all N markets symmetrically,

regardless of the number and size of buyers. Note also that
PI

i=1 n
i = 2N as there are two competing �rms in

each of the N (sub-)markets.
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better deal from S. Our focus is on analyzing how the formation of more powerful buyers a¤ects

the investment incentives of S, where buyer power is derived endogenously from buyers�size.

In each independent market, downstream �rms o¤er a homogeneous good and compete in

quantities. All N independent markets are symmetric. If in a given market one of the two active

�rms chooses the quantity q and the other �rm the quantity bq, the �rst �rm�s revenues are given
by R(q; bq) := qP (q + bq), where P (�) denotes the inverse demand. Supplier S has constant

marginal costs of production c � 0. It is convenient to assume that P is twice continuously

di¤erentiable where positive. In line with much of the literature analyzing models of homogenous

Cournot competition, we assume that standard stability conditions are satis�ed and that best

responses are downward sloping. With constant marginal costs, this is ensured by the following

assumption, which we make explicit for future reference.11

Assumption 1. The inverse demand P that characterizes the downstream markets satis�es

P 0 < minf0;�qP 00g where P is positive.

We will �nd that in equilibrium, S supplies all buyers at a price that equals marginal costs

c. (We formally introduce supply contracts further below.) Under Assumption 1, the Cournot

game where two �rms can procure at constant input prices equal to c has a unique equilibrium.

In this equilibrium, both �rms produce the same quantity, which we denote by qS . From our

assumptions on di¤erentiability and by Assumption 1, we further have that qS is continuously

di¤erentiable in c (where qS > 0) with dqS=dc < 0.

2.2 The Two Stages of the Model

There are two stages in our model. In the �rst stage, supplier S can choose a non-contractible

action to reduce marginal costs. Subsequently, S negotiates simultaneously with all buyers i 2 I.

We may think of a situation where the supply contracts for all buyers Bi are up for renewal.

Alternatively, our model may capture the introduction of a new product produced by S.12

In the �rst stage, S can choose a reduction of marginal costs �S � 0 such that c = c��S ,

where 0 � �S � c, with c > 0. The associated costs, that are born by S up-front, are given by

11See, for instance, Vives (1999).
12This could also justify why there is only a single (potential) supplier. Further below, we have more to say on

the introduction of alternative suppliers.
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KS(�S), which is strictly increasing and satis�es KS(0) = 0. It is convenient to assume that KS

is twice continuously di¤erentiable and that its derivative satis�es K 0
S(0) = 0 and K

0
S(�S)!1

for �S ! c. We want to make sure that production is always pro�table in equilibrium. A

su¢ cient condition for this is that there exists some q > 0 such that P (q) > c.

Negotiations take place in the second stage of the model. There, buyers and the supplier

S negotiate over an (only privately observed) two-part tari¤ of the form ti(q) = � i + qwi. We

�nd the use of non-linear (here, two-part) tari¤s natural in a setting where contracts are freely

determined in negotiations.13 Moreover, in equilibrium there will be no incentives to deviate

from two-part tari¤s. This would, for instance, not be the case if we restricted attention to

linear contracts, as it is sometimes done in the literature.14 We postpone a further description

of the bargaining and contracting game until the next section. The remainder of this section is

dedicated to a formalization of buyers�alternative supply options.

As discussed in the Introduction, we capture buyer power via the attractiveness of buyers�

alternative supply options, which will in turn depend on their respective size. Though our

model allows for a broader interpretation, we closely follow Katz (1987) and specify that after

disagreement with S buyers have the option to integrate backwards.15 When switching away

from S and integrating backwards, Bi must incur some �xed costs F � 0. In addition, Bi

can in�uence the constant marginal costs of its alternative supply option, which we denote by

ciOut. Without additional expenditures, we have c
i
Out = cOut, which is the same for all buyers.

By incurring the additional expenditure KB(�iB) after breaking up negotiations with S, B
i can

reduce marginal costs to ciOut = cOut��iB, where 0 � �iB � cOut, with cOut > 0. We specify that

KB(0) = 0, while KB is twice continuously di¤erentiable with K 0
B(0) = 0 and K 0

B(�
i
B) ! 1

for �iB ! cOut. Below we specify a requirement on cOut and KB that ensures that regardless of

a buyer�s size, it will be mutually bene�cial to come to an agreement with S.

13The contrasting case would be that where supply contracts are determined in a �market interface�that oper-
ates between suppliers and buyers (e.g., an organized commodity market). Simpler (linear) contracts according to
which each unit is traded at the same price may prevail in such markets. See Inderst and Sha¤er (2005) for a more
detailed discussion of the di¤erence between bilateral negotiations and the assumption of a �market interface�
and the implications for the analysis of buyer power.
14 In many industries the use of (often highly complex) non-linear contracts is pervasive, e.g., in retailing where

contracts may include volume discounts, slotting fees or pay-to-stay fees, and so on. (Recent econometric studies
by Bonnet, Dubois, and Simioni (2004) for bottled water in France and by Berto Villas-Boas (2004) for yoghurt
in the U.S. also support the view that non-linear pricing is pervasive in retailing.)
15More speci�cally, the investment a buyer must make in order to successfully integrate backwards can also be

interpreted as costly search for an alternative supplier.
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Note that it is only after disagreeing with S that ciOut will be determined. Consequently, the

choice of the supplier�s marginal costs c in the �rst stage will a¤ect the choice of ciOut after B
i

failed to come to an agreement with S. This will be rationally anticipated by S when choosing

c. Our results do, however, not hinge on this additional channel. To show this, we analyze in

Section 4 also the case where for each buyer ciOut is exogenously given.
16

2.3 Negotiations

For the second stage of the model, where supply contracts are determined, we use the following

simple bargaining model. Bargaining proceeds in pairwise negotiations, where S is represented

by I di¤erent agents, each negotiating with one buyer. The agents of S form rational expectations

about the outcome in all other pairwise negotiations, while their objective is to maximize S�s

payo¤.17 Our approach to the individual pairwise negotiations is axiomatic, though we provide a

non-cooperative foundation in Appendix B. We employ the axiomatic Nash bargaining solution.

We need not write down the Nash solution in its generality. Several features of our model

ensure that the solution has a very simple characterization. Note �rst that as contracts can

contain some �xed fee � i (and as both parties are risk neutral), the issue of maximizing (joint)

surplus in each bilateral negotiation and that of how to share the surplus are no longer interwined.

Take now one of the I bilateral negotiations. We ask �rst which choice of the linear component

wi ensures that the joint pro�ts of Bi and that of S are maximized, taking the outcome of all

other negotiations as given. As �rms compete in quantities in each of the N markets and as

contracts are not observable, the choice of wi does not a¤ect the payo¤ S receives from all other

buyers but i. Therefore, if a (strictly) bene�cial agreement between Bi and S is feasible, it is

uniquely optimal to set wi = c.

Lemma 1. The requirement that joint surplus is maximized in each bilateral negotiation implies

that wi = c.

16That is, we will then conduct the simpler analysis of how a change in ciOut for a given buyer a¤ects the
supplier�s incentives. In contrast, our main analysis asks how incentives are a¤ected by a change in buyers�size,
which in turn a¤ects all ciOut.
17 Importantly, in the characterized unique equilibrium it will not be optimal for S to �orchestrate�a multilateral

deviation by all of its agents (see also further below). We choose this set-up, where S is represented by I agents,
as we also make use of it in the non-cooperative foundation that we provide in Appendix B.
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Lemma 1 is a restatement of a well-known result. The supplier S faces a problem of oppor-

tunism when dealing with multiple buyers. Optimally, S would like to commit to only supply

one �rm (that is, to the respective buyer) in each of the N markets, which would allow to

generate monopoly pro�ts.18 This problem has been analyzed, though with di¤erent focus, in a

number of papers, including Hart and Tirole (1990), McAfee and Schwartz (1994), or O�Brien

and Sha¤er (1994).

There is, however, one di¤erence. In these papers, the supplier typically makes simultaneous

o¤ers to all downstream �rms.19 Consequently, when observing its own o¤er, a given downstream

�rm must form beliefs on the (non-observable) o¤ers made to all other competing downstream

�rms. The freedom to specify out-of-equilibrium beliefs generates multiple equilibria. In these

models, the outcome with wi = c is obtained under �passive beliefs�, where downstream �rms

believe that the supplier does not adjust other o¤ers when proposing them an unanticipated

contract. Our speci�cation that S negotiates simultaneously through I agents has the same

implication.

By Lemma 1, the payo¤ of S is just the sum of all �xed transfers � i that are made by buyers

with which S negotiated successfully. This implies, in particular, that the payo¤ that S realizes

with all other buyers is una¤ected by an individual disagreement.20 Consequently, if all other

negotiations are successful, the additional surplus that is generated by an agreement between S

and Bi, that controls ni �rms, is simply

ni [R(qS ; qS)� qSc] : (1)

How is this shared between the two parties? Suppose �rst Bi has no valuable alternative

source of supply, e.g., as the involved �xed costs F are su¢ ciently high. The asymmetric Nash

solution allows for an arbitrary sharing rule, according to which, say, Bi receives the fraction

0 � �i � 1 of (1). As discussed in the Introduction, several papers have suggested to model

18There are many possible contracts that would allow for such a commitment, e.g., to grant one �rm exclusivity
in the respective market. Our analysis, as well as that of related papers in the literature, cover markets where
such contracts are not feasible as they would, for instance, constitute a non-permissible vertical restraint.
19A notable exception is O�Brien and Sha¤er (1994), who also adopt an axiomatic Nash bargaining approach.
20The chosen axiomatic setting, whereby bilateral contracts are pinned down by the symmetric Nash solution,

does not allow to incorporate potential renegotiations following disagreement with some buyers. Importantly,
however, following disagreement with some buyer Bi there would be no scope for mutually bene�cial renegotiations
with all other buyers. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1, by which all bilateral contracts specify
wi = c.
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a change in buyer power by adjusting �i. The shortcoming of this approach is that there is

no theory to support this. Non-cooperative models of bargaining - as the one we present in

Appendix B - allow to endogenize �i from assumptions on how impatient the two parties are

to come to an agreement. We know of no theory that would suggest how a buyer�s size should

a¤ect its discount factor. Being agnostic about the sharing rules �i, we simply set all �i equal

to 1=2.21

Suppose next that Bi has a valuable alternative supply option following disagreement with S.

As noted previously, the option to integrate backwards is only taken up after disagreement was

reached. Hence, if this option is less valuable than 1=2 of (1), the threat to integrate backwards

is not credible. This is the key insight of what has been termed the �outside option principle.�22

The outside option is only relevant if its value exceeds the payo¤ that the buyer could realize

when negotiating without such an option, i.e., in our case 1=2 of (1). If the outside option

becomes relevant as it exceeds this value, i.e., 1=2 of (1), then the outside option fully pins down

the outcome of the negotiation in that it determines the buyer�s pro�ts.23

The value of the outside option of Bi, which we denote by V iOut, is now easily derived as

follows. If Bi chooses to integrate backwards, it can still decide on the amount KB(�iB) it wants

to invest in order to reduce marginal costs to ciOut = cOut � �iB. Given ciOut, Bi has then to

decide what quantities it wants to supply to all of its ni �rms. Recall that by Lemma 1 all of

its competitors in the ni markets choose the same quantity qS . Taken together, if Bi decides to

integrate backwards so as to still be active, its payo¤ equals

viOut := max
�iB

�
nimax

q

�
R(q; qS)� (cOut ��iB)q

�
�KB(�iB)� F

�
: (2)

As there is always the option not to be active any longer, the outside option of Bi is thus

21While this makes all expressions simpler, none of our qualitative results depends on the particular choice,
that is as long as 0 < �i < 1 for all Bi. However, as we latter consider the formation of larger buyers through
mergers, it would then fall upon us to specify which value of � (or, in the non-cooperative model of Appendix B,
which discount factor) to apply to the merged buyer. Again, there is no theory that could guide our choice.
22See the referenced seminal papers in Footnote 5 of the Introduction.
23Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinksy (1989) derive this from a non-cooperative model with alternating o¤ers

and impatient players. (See also Appendix B for a related model.) They also show that the outcome would
di¤er if one assumed, as it is also sometimes the case in the bargaining literature, that frictions arise due to some
exogenous probability by which negotiations break down if there is delay. (The �typical� story is that players
negotiate on the phone and that the telephone line may get irrevocably interrupted.) This alternative scenario
seems not very suitable to describe a setting of inter-�rm bargaining with professional negotiators and potentially
non-negligible sums at stake.
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equal to V iOut = maxf0; viOutg. The following assumption now ensures that there will always be

a mutually bene�cial agreement between S and all Bi.24

Assumption 2. For all c � c (and thus for all feasible qS) and for all ni � N , it holds that

V iOut < n
i [R(qS ; qS)� qSc].

We have thus arrived at the following set of results.

Proposition 1. Under Assumption 2 and the symmetric Nash bargaining solution, there is

an agreement in all bilateral negotiations, where wi = c and where � i satis�es the following

requirements. If
1

2
ni[R(qS ; qS)� qSc] � V iOut; (3)

then � i satis�es

� i =
1

2
ni[R(qS ; qS)� qSc]: (4)

Otherwise, we have that

� i = ni [R(qS ; qS)� qSc]� V iOut: (5)

In what follows, we refer to the case where (3) does not hold, i.e., where � i is determined by

(5), as the case where the outside option of Bi binds.

Note �nally that the chosen bargaining solution allows S to discriminate between di¤erent

buyers. In the present setting the cause for this discrimination are buyers� di¤erent outside

options, which in turn derive from buyers�di¤erent size.

3 Analysis of the Supplier�s Incentives

This is the core analysis of our paper. We are interested in how the formation of larger buyers

a¤ects the incentives of supplier S to reduce its costs of production in the �rst stage of the

model. As a �rst step, we ask how the outcome of negotiations change if there are fewer but

larger buyers with which S has to negotiate.

24Assumption 2 is stronger than needed as it will have to hold only under the equilibrium choices of c. Invoking
the stronger assumption allows, however, to rule out case distinctions when deriving our results.
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Suppose �rst that regardless of ni � N and given some choice of c, (3) always holds such

that the outside option does not bind for any buyer. For instance, the �xed costs F could be

very large such that V iOut = 0 for all B
i and ni. For a given buyer Bi, the total surplus (1) as

well as � i as given by (4) then both increase linearly in the size ni. Consequently, the average

price that Bi pays per unit, which is equal to

�i :=
� i + niqSc

niqS
; (6)

is then [c + P (2qS)]=2 and thus independent of the buyer�s size ni. Irrespective of the number

and size of buyers, S realizes the pro�ts N [R(qS ; qS)� qSc], which are taken gross of the initial

investment outlay KS . (Note that we use that there are altogether two times N �rms as two

�rms are active in each of the N independent markets.)

The number and size of buyers start to matter, however, if buyers�outside options become

binding. With a binding outside option, the average price (6) that Bi pays will be strictly

decreasing in ni. The intuition for this is as follows. Integrating backwards involves two types

of �xed up-front costs: F and the additional investment costs KB(�iB), which depend on the

(optimally) chosen level of cost reduction �iB. The larger n
i, the larger the total quantity over

which the buyer can distribute these costs. As a consequence, the ratio V iOut=n
i = viOut=n

i is

strictly increasing in ni. By Proposition 1, the negotiated �xed transfer � i then increases less

than proportionally with ni, implying �nally that the per-unit purchasing price �i as de�ned in

(6) strictly decreases with ni.

In addition, the larger ni the more pro�table it becomes for Bi to actually integrate back-

wards and to invest more in reducing per-unit cost. Consequently, if Bi chooses to integrate

backwards, then it will compete at lower marginal costs ciOut the larger the size n
i.

Lemma 2. Holding the supplier�s marginal cost c constant, a given buyer�s size ni has the

following impact on the buyer�s outside option V iOut and thereby on the respective bargaining

outcome.

i) If after disagreement the buyer weakly prefers to integrate backwards for some ni = n0, then the

buyer strongly prefers to do so for all ni = n00 > n0. Moreover, in case of backward integration

the buyer with size ni = n00 invests strictly more so as to reduce ciOut than if n
i = n0.

11



ii) Unless the outside option never binds regardless of the choice of ni � N , there exists a

threshold 1 � bn � N such that for all n < bn the outside option of Bi is not binding, while it
is binding for all n � bn. Over all ni = n < bn the average price per unit, �i; remains constant,
while �i is strictly decreasing in ni over all ni � bn.
Proof. See Appendix.

It should be noted that the optimal level of �iB that is chosen after disagreement need not

be unique. Assertion i) then applies to the respective sets such that all �iB that are optimal for

ni = n00 are strictly larger than any �iB that is optimal for n
i = n0.

We turn now to the �rst stage of our model. Using Proposition 1, S chooses its marginal

costs c = c��S so as to maximize its total payo¤

U :=
X
i2I
� i �KS(�S); (7)

where the transfers � i are determined by (4) and (5), respectively. It is now easily checked that

U is continuous and almost everywhere di¤erentiable in �S .25 To analyze the incentives of S,

de�ne thus the derivative m := d(U �KS(�S))=d�S at all points where U is di¤erentiable.

It seems intuitive that if it were not for the associated strictly positive investment costs KS ,

the supplier would want to set marginal costs as low as possible. It is, however, well-known

that the standard Cournot assumptions that we invoked in Assumption 1 are not su¢ cient to

guarantee this. In what follows, we want to ensure that this intuitive property holds. We thus

invoke the following additional assumption.26

Assumption 3. The per-�rm Cournot pro�ts R(qS ; qS)� cqS are strictly decreasing in c.

If for a given choice of c all buyers�outside options do not bind, the supplier�s incentives to

(marginally) decrease c are given by

m = N
d

dc
[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ]�K 0

S(�S); (8)

25Formally, this follows from the de�nition of U in (7) and the de�nition of all � iS in Proposition 1, together
with the smoothness of the Cournot game and the fact that all viOut are continuous and non-decreasing in c and
thus in �S .
26Vives (1999, p. 105) provides su¢ cient conditions on the demand function that ensure that Assumption 3

holds.
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where we used Proposition 1 and the fact that there are 2N downstream �rms. How do incentives

change if instead the outside option of some buyer, say buyer Bi, binds? We can isolate three

e¤ects that all point in the same direction, that is towards an increase in the derivative m.

First, as the outcome of negotiations with Bi is now fully pinned down by the buyer�s outside

option, S can pocket the full marginal increase in the respective joint surplus ni[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ]

instead of only one half of it as in (8). That is, with a binding outside option there is no longer

a hold-up problem between S and Bi, at least not for marginal changes in the investment level

and thus in �S .27

Second, the supplier can reduce the outside option of Bi and, thereby, increase the negotiated

transfer � i by investing in a lower c. To see this, note that in each of the ni markets in which �rms

controlled by Bi are active, S will still supply the competing �rms after disagreeing with Bi.

The lower c, the more competitive are these �rms, which reduces the value of the buyer�s outside

option to integrate backwards instead of being supplied by S.28 More formally, in contrast to

the expression (8) where all buyers�outside options were non-binding, for each Bi whose outside

option binds there is now an additional positive term that captures the negative impact of a

reduction of c on V iOut. (See the proof of Lemma 3 for details.)

Finally, we �nd that the latter e¤ect is also stronger the larger the buyer Bi. The intuition

for this is as follows. Recall �rst from Lemma 2 that a larger buyer will optimally choose a lower

value of ciOut after disagreement, which in turn makes it optimal to choose a larger quantity in

each of the ni markets where the buyer�s �rms are active. If competing �rms also choose a large

quantity, which will be the case if the supplier�s marginal costs c are also low, this reduces the

price that Bi can obtain per unit and will thus hurt Bi more the larger its output per market.

Note that for the preceding arguments we scaled up the size of one buyer, Bi. If all other

buyers�size was kept �xed, we would not only change the size of one buyer but also the scale of

the whole market. To keep the market size constant, we thus suppose now that a larger buyer

is formed through the merger of two or more buyers, which keeps the number of independent

27Recall our convention by which the outside option of Bi is binding if (3) does not hold. Consequently, as
R(qS ; qS) � cqS and viOut both change continuously in c, the outside option of Bi stays binding after a small
change in �S .
28Formally, with quantity competition and given Lemma 1, a lower c will translate into a higher quantity qS of

all �rms that compete with Bi.
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markets N constant while reducing the number of buyers.29

Lemma 3. Consider for some �xed value �S the marginal incentives for the supplier to increase

�S, as given by the derivative m (where it exists). If following a merger of buyers the outside

option of the merged �rm binds, then m is strictly higher after the merger. Otherwise, m does

not change.

Proof. See Appendix.

With Lemma 3 at hands, it is now straightforward to prove our main result, namely that the

exercise of buyer power leads to higher investment incentives for S and thus lower production

costs and higher output.30

Recall �rst that the supplier�s payo¤ is continuous in �S . Where it is also di¤erentiable both

before and after the merger, we know from Lemma 3 that the derivative m is not lower after the

merger, while it is strictly higher in case the merged buyer�s outside option binds at this choice

of �S . The arguments in Lemma 3 now apply in the same way to values �S where the supplier�s

payo¤ is not di¤erentiable either before or after the merger, though now the assertions relate

to the respective left-side and the right-side derivatives.31 From standard comparative statics

results (see Milgrom and Roberts (1990) or Vives (1999)) we then have the following results.

Proposition 2. If there are fewer and larger buyers, then the supplier�s optimal choice of �S

is never lower, but it can be strictly higher.

Proposition 2 is our key result. It asserts that the creation and exercise of buyer power will

not lead to lower investment by the supplier, but may instead increase investment, and thereby,

29Recall that we assume throughout our analysis that no buyer i 2 I controls more than one of the two �rms
competing in any of the N (sub-)markets. We thereby rule out monopolization e¤ects, which would arise if buyers
with competing �rms merged. Besides allowing us to focus purely on buyer power originating from buyers�size,
it is also reasonable that following a merger antitrust authorities require buyers to divest �rms in markets where
the merger would otherwise lead to a (local) monopoly.
30 It should be noted that our comparative analysis is across di¤erent structures of the downstream market.

That is, if we apply the picture of a merger to form a larger buyer, then the merger precedes the investment of
�S .
31The respective left- and right-side derivatives always exist. There are two reasons for why there can be a

�kink�. First, there is a kink at all �S where (3) is satis�ed with equality for some Bi, either before or after
the merger. Second, there is a kink at all �S and corresponding qS where for some buyer Bi the set of optimal
choices for �i

B following disagreement is not singular.
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lead to lower marginal costs.32

An application of Proposition 2 could be to retailing, where a larger buyer is formed by the

merger of two or more smaller retail chains. In retailing, markets are often locally segmented

such that the merger of chains operating in di¤erent regions may indeed have no implications

for downstream competition. Likewise, structural remedies are easily applicable by forcing

merging chains to divest outlets in local markets where their merger would seriously reduce the

number of competitors. When dealing with large chains, there is essentially no longer any scope

for negotiations: Average purchasing costs �i are pinned down by the chains�more attractive

alternative supply options. Lemma 3 and Proposition 2 show how this can spur upstream

investment to reduce marginal costs.

Proposition 2 is silent about the overall welfare e¤ects. It is straightforward that S invests

too little in the reduction of marginal costs if all outside options are non-binding. Intuitively, as

there is a hold-up problem with respect to all buyers, S chooses a level of �S that is below the

level that would maximize total industry pro�ts. But the level of �S that would maximize total

industry pro�ts is already too low from a welfare perspective: a further reduction of marginal

costs c would lead to lower output and, thereby, a lower deadweight loss. In the opposite extreme

where all outside options are binding, S pockets the total incremental industry pro�ts that are

generated by a marginal reduction of c. Additionally, S has an incentive to reduce costs even

further as this reduces the value of buyers�outside options. If the latter e¤ect is not too strong,

the formation of larger buyers increases welfare, even if it may reduce total industry pro�ts.

However, there is no guarantee that S will not �overshoot� by choosing too low costs in the

presence of large buyers.

Finally, we want to analyze how the formation of larger buyers a¤ects other buyers in the

industry. With two-part tari¤s, the increased buyer power of large buyers has no direct impact

on the linear component wiOut, which determines how competitive buyers are in the di¤erent

markets. (Recall that wiOut = c holds for all buyers.) Consequently, other buyers are a¤ected

by a merger only through its impact on the supplier�s incentives. This observation yields now

a somewhat surprising result. Small buyers that do not have a valuable outside option bene�t

32Lemma 3 already pointed to one possibility why the result may not hold strictly and a merger may thus not
a¤ect the set of optimal values, namely that the outside option does not bind over the relevant range of �S even
for the (larger) merged buyer. Another possibility is that without the merger there is a single optimal choice of
�S and that U has a kink at this value �S :
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from the merger as they can extract a fraction of the additional joint pro�ts that are generated

by the supplier�s lower costs. In contrast, large buyers may be hurt as this decreases the value

of their respective (binding) outside options.

Corollary 1. Suppose a merger changes the supplier�s investment choice. Then the payo¤ of

buyers that are outside the merger is a¤ected as follows. If a buyer is su¢ ciently small such

that before the merger its outside option is not binding, then its payo¤ strictly increases. If a

buyer is su¢ ciently large such that after the merger its outside option is binding, then its payo¤

strictly decreases.

Proof. See Appendix.

We conclude this section with an illustration.

Example

Suppose inverse demand is linear with P (q) = a�bq, for q � a=b with a; b > 0. Furthermore,

the market structure is such that there are 2k symmetric buyers, each controlling ni = n := N=k

�rms. In other words, we can �line up� the buyers such that of the �rst set of k buyers each

controls the ��rst��rm in one of the N independent market, while each of the �second��rms

is controlled by one of the second set of k buyers. We restrict attention to values of k and N

where n is an integer. For instance, for k = 1 we have I = 2 buyers, each controlling one �rm

in the N markets and thus altogether n = N �rms. At the other extreme, we have for k = N

that each buyer only controls one �rm (n = 1).

We consider the quadratic investment technologies KS(�S) = 1
2S(�S)

2 and KB(�iB) =

1
2B(�

i
B)
2, with S ; B > 0. Recall now that we assumed so far that the derivative of KS goes

to in�nity as �S ! c and that the derivative of KB goes to in�nity as �iB ! cOut. This allowed

to rule out one type of corner solutions in the investment decisions, which in turn allowed to

streamline the exhibition of results. The quadratic investment technologies no longer exhibit

this property. As shown in Appendix C, a su¢ cient assumption to rule out corner solutions is

that N < bmin fB; Sg and that c = cOut = a=2. We further set F = 0.

Note next that as buyers are symmetric, the outside option binds either for all or for none.

As we show in Appendix C, we then have for a given size n � N that the buyers�outside option
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binds if �S is not too large, satisfying

�S < b�S := a

2

n� 4bB + 3
p
bB(2bB � n)

bB � n
:

It can be shown that b�S is strictly increasing in n, i.e., the range of the supplier�s costs
for which the buyers�outside option is binding increases with buyers�size. In Appendix C we

also show that the supplier�s payo¤ U is strictly concave both over �S � b�S , where the outside
option does not bind, and over �S < b�S , where the outside option binds. This ensures that
there are only three possible solution candidates for the supplier�s problem, namely choosing �S

to satisfy the �rst-order condition over either the range where the outside option binds or the

range where it does not bind, or choosing �S so that �S = b�S , where U has a kink.

In the following numerical example the last case applies. Figure 1 gives U as a function

of the supplier�s cost reduction �S 2 [0; a=2], where we further speci�ed that a = 1, b = 9,

S = B = 10, and N = 80. One graph gives U for the extreme case where n = 1 and one graph

gives U for the opposite extreme where n = N = 80. The two graphs are identical over high

values of �S , where the outside option does not bind in either scenario. For all lower values

of �S , where the outside option binds if there are fewer but larger buyers, U is strictly lower

in case n = 80. The optimal values for �S are at the two respective kinks, with the value for

n = 80 being strictly higher than that for n = 1.33

0.50.3750.250.1250

0.25

0.125

0

-0.125

-0.25

-0.375

Figure 1

33While the picture brings out clearly that the derivative w.r.t. �S is higher for n = 80 over the range where
the outside option binds for n = 80 but not for n = 1, the small di¤erence in the respective values makes it hard
to see in the picture that this is also the case for all lower values of �S where the outside option binds in both
cases.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Exogenous Outside Options

In our setting, buyers have to invest in their outside option after disagreement with S. The

resulting marginal costs ciOut, at which a given B
i can compete in its ni markets after disagree-

ment, are thus determined endogenously. As a consequence, the supplier�s choice of c also a¤ects

a buyer�s own investment to reduce costs after disagreement, �iB, which is in turn anticipated

by the supplier when choosing �S in the �rst stage.

In what follows, we show that our main results still hold even if buyers�outside options are

exogenously given. That is, we now assume that each buyer Bi has a �xed alternative supply

option, which is associated with some �xed costs F and marginal costs ciOut. The di¤erences

in ciOut across buyers may not necessarily be linked to size. The antitrust literature knows the

concept of �buyer sophistication�, according to which some buyers are classi�ed as being better

at extracting discounts from suppliers.34 We �nd that as we (exogenously) reduce ciOut for one or

more buyers, thereby making their outside options more attractive, we obtain the same results

as in Proposition 2, where we changed buyer size.

Proposition 3. Suppose that the outside option of each buyer Bi is characterized by some

exogenously given value ciOut. Then lowering c
i
Out for one or more buyers has the same implica-

tions for the supplier�s optimal choice of �S as the formation of a larger buyer in Proposition

2.

Proof. See Appendix.

4.2 Outside vs. Inside Options

Our analysis captured buyer power via the attractiveness of a buyer�s option to permanently

switch away from the given supplier S, which was in turn a function of the buyer�s size. Impor-

tantly, it is only after breaking up negotiations with S that the buyer would build up its own

supply capacity (or, alternatively, that the buyer would spend resources to locate and switch

34See Steptoe (1993) and Nordemann (1995). A buyer could be more �sophisticated� as its longer history in
the business gives it (or, better, its sta¤) a better picture of the alternative supply options. Also, a buyer may
be better equipped to either integrate backwards or locate a suitable substitute if it produces technically similar
components.
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to another supplier). Walking away from the negotiations with S is only optimal if the buyer

can not expect more from an agreement with S than from its alternative supply option. The

key consequences of these observations were that for small buyers the value of their alternative

supply option is inconsequential for the outcome of negotiations, while for large buyers their

payo¤ from the negotiations is determined by their �binding outside option�.

The bargaining literature makes a distinction between such �outside options�, which are

triggered by permanent disagreement, and so-called �inside options�, which provide value to the

respective party while negotiating. Applied to our setting, a buyer�s inside option would thus

consist of the possibility to temporarily purchase a substitute for the input of S.

We formally introduce such an inside option in the non-cooperative model of Appendix B.

Though this will not be the case in equilibrium, two parties could continue haggling with o¤ers

and countero¤ers over a number of rounds. It is during this time, precisely over each time

interval between a rejected o¤er and a countero¤er, that the respective buyer can draw on its

inside option. Given this short time span, it seems reasonable to suppose the such an inside

option could at best be some readily available, though possibly inferior or due to distance or

other constraints more expensive, source of supply. For instance, any buyer - that is, regardless

of its size - may be able to purchase a less suitable input at the world market.

In Appendix B we show that incorporating an inside option in this way into a non-cooperative

bargaining model yields the same solution as the axiomatic Nash solution once we make the

following adjustments. Buyers now have also the inside option of purchasing the input at some

common costs cIn.35 To ensure again that there is always a mutually bene�cial agreement with

S, we assume that cIn > c. When purchasing from this source of supply, buyer Bi would realize

the payo¤36

V iIn := n
imax

q
[R(q; qS)� qcIn] : (9)

Suppose now for a moment that the outside option of Bi does not bind, e.g., as V iOut = 0

given that F is su¢ ciently large. In this case, we can incorporate the inside option into the

Nash bargaining solution as follows. Bi realizes now the value of its inside option, V iIn, plus one

35Note that if the input from this source was less suitable to buyers�needs, then this could be captured by
increasing cIn to take into account any additional adjustment costs.
36 In Appendix B we show that even though a buyer would only temporarily use the inside option, i.e., as long

as there is delay, what matters for the bargaining outcome is the discounted value that the buyer would generate
by inde�nitely drawing instead on this source of supply. Note also that V i

In � 0.
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half of the incremental surplus from an agreement with S, which is now equal to the respective

incremental pro�ts ni[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ] minus the buyer�s inside option V iIn. The payo¤ of Bi is

then

V iIn + n
i 1

2

�
ni[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ]� V iIn

�
=

1

2

�
ni[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ] + V iIn

�
: (10)

The key di¤erence between the inside and the outside option is that the latter becomes

only relevant after disagreement. Instead, the buyer uses the inside option during negotiations.

Consequently, the surplus that is up for negotiations between Bi and S is reduced by V iIn - and

it is again shared equally, provided that the outside option does not bind. If the outside option

of Bi binds, the buyer realizes again V iOut irrespective of V
i
In.

37

Proposition 4. Suppose that buyers have in addition the �inside option� to purchase at costs

cIn > c. Then under the symmetric Nash bargaining solution there is an agreement in all bilateral

negotiations, where wi = c and where � i satis�es the following requirements. If

1

2

�
ni[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ] + V iIn

�
� V iOut; (11)

then � i satis�es

� i =
1

2
ni[R(qS ; qS)� qSc]�

1

2
V iIn: (12)

Otherwise, we have that

� i = ni [R(qS ; qS)� qSc]� V iOut: (13)

Note �rst that holding cIn constant, the introduction of an inside option does not change

our results qualitatively. That is, all results on the impact of buyer size on incentives extend

once we use Proposition 4 instead of Proposition 1 to characterize the bargaining solution.

In addition, Proposition 4 allows us to investigate how a change in the inside option a¤ects

the outcome of negotiations and thereby the supplier�s incentives. The lower cIn, the more

valuable becomes the buyers�inside option. Unless the outside option of all buyers is binding

37Note that Proposition 4 uses the assumption that the buyer�s outside option is more attractive than its inside
option, V i

Out � V i
In. If this was not the case, the buyer would continue to draw on the inside option after breaking

up with S such that V i
Out = V

i
In. In this case, the outside option would, however, never bind.
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also after the decrease in cIn, in which case the outcome of negotiations is not a¤ected, a lower

cIn thus reduces the supplier�s payo¤.

To study the implications on the supplier�s incentives, take some Bi and consider a reduction

in cIn. If the outside option of Bi binds with the lower cIn, it also binds with the higher cIn.

Consequently, in this case negotiations between S and Bi are not a¤ected by the change in the

inside option. Suppose next that the outside option binds neither before nor after the change

in cIn such that the respective transfers � i are determined by (12).38 In this case, the supplier�s

incentives to lower c come from two sources: S obtains one half of the respective incremental

pro�ts and, in addition, one half of any reduction in V iIn. (That V
i
In decreases in �S follows

from the same arguments why viOut decreases in �S .) By applying the arguments from Lemma

3 we can again show that the latter e¤ect is stronger the more attractive the inside option, i.e.,

the higher V iIn and thus the lower cIn. The �nal case is that were the outside option of B
i binds

before but not after a reduction in cIn. As the (marginal) incentives of the supplier are higher

if the outside option binds, incentives are reduced in this case.

From these observations it is clear that a reduction of cIn can both increase or decrease the

supplier�s incentives to reduce marginal costs. Proposition 5 isolates cases for which we can

obtain unambiguous results.

Proposition 5. Suppose that buyers have in addition the �inside option� as characterized by

cIn. If the inside option is made more attractive by lowering cIn, then the supplier�s marginal

incentives at some given �S change as follows. If the outside option of all buyers does not bind

before the change, then incentives are strictly higher in case V iIn > 0 holds for some B
i after the

reduction in cIn, while otherwise incentives are unchanged. If the outside option of all buyers

binds before but not after the reduction in cIn, then the supplier�s incentives are strictly lower.

If the outside option of all buyers binds after the change, then incentives are not a¤ected.

Proof. See Appendix.

38For instance, this is the case if (11) holds strictly for Bi and if we consider a su¢ ciently small adjustment in
cIn.
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5 Conclusion

We have provided a detailed analysis of how the presence of strong buyers can a¤ect a supplier�s

investment incentives. We considered both the case where buyer power arises endogenously

through size and the case where certain (say, �sophisticated�) buyers are exogenously endowed

with more attractive alternative supply options. We showed how the presence of more powerful

buyers, e.g., the presence of fewer but larger buyers, makes it more pro�table for the supplier to

reduce marginal costs. This result stands in stark contrast to an often expressed view whereby

the exercise of buyer power sti�es suppliers� investment incentives. In a model with bilateral

negotiations, a supplier can extract more of the incremental pro�ts from reducing costs if it faces

more powerful buyers, though the supplier�s total pro�ts decline. Furthermore, the presence of

more powerful buyers creates additional incentives to lower marginal costs as this renders buyers�

alternative supply options less valuable. The latter e¤ect is due to downstream competition

between buyers and, as we show, is also stronger the more powerful (e.g., larger) buyers already

are.

Our analysis focuses on incentives to reduce marginal costs, which is also the subject of

much of the literature that studies the impact of horizontal competition on �rms� incentives.

While we obtained what are arguably strong results for this particular case, we do not claim

that our results apply more generally. For instance, a supplier could invest in product quality

or in an advertising campaign aimed at increasing consumers�awareness of its product. Again,

the presence of more powerful buyers may allow the supplier to extract more of the incremental

pro�ts generated from, say, an increase in product quality, while buyers� option to purchase

a lower-quality good elsewhere may be much less pro�table if other �rms sell the supplier�s

superior product. We leave a formal analysis of such alternative investments to further work.

Finally, we endogenized buyer power from buyers�size, which in turn generated more valuable

alternative supply opportunities. Depending on the particular industry, there may be, however,

other sources of buyer power. For instance, customers� loyalty to particular retail shops may

make it less likely that they will shop elsewhere if these shops drop a single brand. Alternatively,

a retailer may be able to capture some of the revenues that are lost by delisting a supplier�s good

through selling more of (though possibly inferior) own-label products. It is an open question how

buyer power that originates from these alternatives sources could a¤ect suppliers�incentives.
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Appendix A: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 2. We study �rst the properties of viOut. These properties will then immedi-

ately lead to assertion ii) and the �rst part of assertion i). To study the properties of viOut, we

denote the set of optimal choices for �iB by D
i
B. If following disagreement it is not optimal for

Bi to remain active, it is uniquely optimal to set �iB = 0 such that viOut = F=ni. Otherwise,

we have from the properties of KB that all �iB 2 DiB satisfy �iB > 0 and 0 < �iB < cOut and -

given the smoothness of the Cournot game and di¤erentiability of KB - that all �iB 2 DiB are

determined by the respective �rst-order conditions. Note next that we can treat ni as a contin-

uos variable as all expressions in viOut are also de�ned over real values n
i. From the envelope

theorem, viOut is then strictly increasing and strictly convex in n
i.

To complete the proof it remains to show that the set DiB is strictly increasing in n
i, provided

that ni is su¢ ciently large such that the buyer optimally chooses to be active after disagreement

(ni � bn). To see this, observe �rst that the cross-derivative of
nimax

q

�
R(q; qS)� q(cOut ��iB)

�
�KB(�iB)

with respect to �iB and n
i is strictly positive. The asserted property of Di follows then from

standard comparative statics results (see Milgrom and Roberts (1990) or Vives (1999)). Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 3. Here and in what follows, we denote the set of the supplier�s optimal

choices for �S by DS . By our assumptions on the investment cost function KS and by Assump-

tion 3, we have that �S > 0 for all �S 2 DS . Denote next the set of merging buyers by bI.
Suppose that before the merger, the outside option was binding for buyers in the set bI 0 � bI and
not binding for the buyers in the complementary set bI=bI 0. We denote the total number of �rms
controlled by the merged buyer by bn =P

i2bI ni. Note next that from Lemma 1 and Proposition

1 negotiations with all buyers i 2 I=bI are not a¤ected by the merger of buyers i 2 bI. Hence, to
compare incentives we only have to compare the derivative of

P
i2bI � i w.r.t. �S , which sums

up the respective �xed transfers of the merging buyers, with the derivative of the single transfer

that is subsequently paid by the merged buyer, which we denote by b�S (in a slight abuse of
notation). Likewise, we denote the merged buyer�s outside option by bvOut:

We now distinguish between two cases. If the outside option is not binding for the merged

buyer, then by Lemma 2 it is also not binding for all i 2 bI before the merger. Consequently, we
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have from Proposition 1 that39

d

d�S

X
i2bI
� i =

d

d�S
b�S = 1

2
bn d
dc
[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ] : (14)

Suppose next that the merged buyer�s outside option is binding. It is now helpful to introduce

some additional notation for this case. For this purpose, take some buyer Bi. If this buyer�s

outside option is binding, then we have that �iB > 0 for all �iB 2 DiB. (Recall that DiB

denotes the set of optimal values �iB that are chosen by B
i after disagreement with S.) From

Assumption 1, we further have that for given �iB (and given qS) there is a unique corresponding

optimal quantity qi > 0 that Bi chooses at all of its controlled ni �rms. If the set DiB is not

singular, we denote the set of corresponding optimal choices of qi by Qi. We already know from

Lemma 2 that DiB is strictly increasing in n
i - that is, provided the buyer remains active after

disagreement as ni is su¢ ciently large. As the cross-derivative of the buyer�s disagreement payo¤

w.r.t. �iB and q is strictly positive, we thus have that also Q
i is strictly increasing in ni. Next,

viOut is continuous and non-increasing in qS , implying that it is almost everywhere continuously

di¤erentiable.40 The derivative is dviOut=dqS = n
iqiP 0(qS + q

i).

Proceeding likewise for the merged buyer, we denote (once more in a slight abuse of notation)

the optimal levels of cost reduction after disagreement by b�B 2 bDB and the corresponding

optimal (per-�rm) quantities by bq 2 bQ. The resulting payo¤ for the merged buyer is now bvOut
with respective derivative dbvOut=dqS = bnbqP 0(qS + bq).

Using these results and Proposition 1, we then have for the case where the merged buyer�s

outside option is binding that

d

d�S
b�S = bn d

dc
[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ]�

dbvOut
dqS

dqS
dc

(15)

and

d

d�S

X
i2bI
� i =

X
i2bI0

�
ni
d

dc
[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ]�

dviOut
dqS

dqS
dc

�
(16)

+

0@ X
i2bI=bI0

ni

1A 1

2

d

dc
[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ] :

39There is no need to write out the derivative in rectangular brackets, which is qS � dqS
dc

d
dqS

[�(qS ; qS) � cqS ].
Note that qS is continuously di¤erentiable from our assumptions on the inverse demand P , while dqS=dc < 0.
40Precisely, viOut is continuously di¤erentiable whenever Q

i is singular.
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We want to show that (15) is strictly higher than (16). To see this, note �rst that by

Assumption 3 we have that d [R(qS ; qS)� cqS ] =dc > 0. Next, observe that dviOut=dqS < 0 for

all i 2 bI and that also dbvOut=dqS < 0.41 We �nally show that for all i 2 bI it holds thatX
i2bI0

dviOut
dqS

>
dbvOut
dqS

;

which in turn surely holds if we have for all i 2 bI 0 that
qiP 0(qS + q

i) > bqP 0(qS + bq): (17)

To see that (17) holds, note �rst that the expression qP 0(qS + q) < 0 is by Assumption 1

strictly decreasing in q.42 The assertion thus follows from our previous observation that Qi is

strictly increasing in ni. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary 1. We denote the supplier�s optimal set of cost-reduction levels �S before

the merger by DS and the optimal set after the merger by bDS , where bDS is higher than DS
from Proposition 2. Suppose �rst that for Bi the outside option does not bind for all �S 2 DS .

As the joint surplus R(qS ; qS) � cqS is strictly decreasing in c and as viOut is non-increasing, it

follows from (3) that the outside option is also not binding for all �S 2 bDS after the merger.
Given that the payo¤ of Bi is equal to [R(qS ; qS) � cqS ]=2 from (4), Bi is by Assumption 3

strictly better o¤ after the merger (and the resulting change in the supplier�s marginal costs).

Take next some Bi for which the outside option binds after the merger and for all respective

optimal choices �S 2 bDS for the supplier in the �rst stage. By the same argument as before,
the outside option of Bi was then also binding before the merger and for all �S 2 DS . As viOut
is strictly lower the higher �S , Bi is made strictly worse o¤ by the merger (and the resulting

change in the supplier�s marginal costs). Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3. In a slight abuse of notation, we adopt the same notation as in the

previous game where ciOut was endogenous. In particular, we have that

viOut = nimaxq

�
R(q; qS)� qciOut

�
: (18)

41 It should be recalled that according to our de�nition the outside option is binding whenever (3) in Proposition
1 does not hold, implying from continuity that it remains binding also after a marginal adjustment of c and thus
of qS .
42To be precise, note that di¤erentiating qP 0(qS + q) w.r.t. q gives qP 00(qS + q) + P 0(qS + q). By P 0 < 0

(wherever P > 0) this is surely negative if also P 00 � 0. For the case where P 00 > 0 note that by Assumption 1
we have QP 00(Q) + P 0(Q) < 0, where Q = qS + q, which is a weaker condition.
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Also, for given qS , which in turn corresponds to a given �S , Bi will choose a unique quantity

qi maximizing (18). (Uniqueness follows from Assumption 1 and the fact that ciOut is now

exogenously given.) Also, whenever qi > 0 we have dqi=dciOut < 0 and that

dviOut
d�S

= ni
dqS
d�S

qiP 0(qS + q
i); (19)

while dviOut=dc
i
Out < 0 whenever qi > 0. By (19), dqi=dciOut < 0, and Assumption 1 we also

have that dviOut=d�S is strictly lower the lower c
i
Out. With these two results, the arguments of

Lemma 3 and Proposition 2 fully carry over. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5. Suppose �rst that the outside option for all Bi does not bind before

the reduction in cIn. As V iOu is una¤ected by cIn while V
i
In is nondecreasing (and strictly

increasing for all V iIn > 0), we have from (11) that the outside option for all Bi does also not

bind after the reduction in cIn. As all � i are then given by (12), we have both before and after

the reduction of cIn that

m = �N d[R(qS ; qS)� qSc]
dc

� 1
2

X
i2I

dV iIn
d�S

, (20)

wherever U is di¤erentiable. Let now qi denote the by Assumption 1 unique optimal quan-

tity choice of Bi under the inside option of purchasing at cIn. Then unless qi = 0 such that

dV iIn=d�S = 0, we have from (9) that

dV iIn
d�S

= ni
dqS
d�S

qiP 0(qS + q
i): (21)

Given (20) and (21), the rest of the argument is then identical to that in Lemma 3.

Suppose next that the outside option for all Bi binds before but not after the reduction in

cIn. Consequently, after the reduction in cIn the marginal incentives m are still given by (20),

where we can substitute from (21). Before the reduction in cIn, we have that

m = �2N d[R(qS ; qS)� qSc]
dc

� 1
2

X
i2I

dV iOut
d�S

: (22)

If we again denote the chosen quantity without being supplied by S by qi, though now under

the respective optimal choice cIn, we can substitute in (22) that

dV iOut
d�S

= ni
dqS
d�S

qiP 0(qS + q
i): (23)
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That (22) is then strictly larger than (20) follows again immediately from the arguments in

Lemma 3. Precisely, we can use that d[R(qS ; qS) � qSc]=dc < 0 by Assumption 3 and that

ciOut < cIn, which from F � 0 and KB � 0 follows strictly from the assumption that the outside

option is binding and thus more attractive than the inside option. Q.E.D.

Appendix B: A Non-Cooperative Bargaining Model with Outside

and Inside Options

We consider an alternating-o¤er bargaining game with the following features. Time proceeds

in equally spaced periods of length z > 0, which are denoted by h = 0; 1, and so on. Buyers

and suppliers are eager to avoid delay as they discount payo¤s. We could incorporate di¤erent

sharing rules by letting S and the various buyers Bi have di¤erent interest rates. As discussed in

the main text, lacking a theory of how size a¤ects buyers�impatience and thus their respective

discount factors, we choose for all players the same interest rate r > 0. Bargaining proceeds

pairwise, i.e., between I buyers and I agents of the same supplier S. As we will focus on the limit

where z ! 0, it is without consequences that we let suppliers�agents make the �rst proposal in

h = 0.

We now express supply relations as in�nite �ows of quantities and transfers.43 This ensures

that if there is delay with one buyer, other �rms can already start to purchase and sell. Other-

wise, i.e., in a model with a one-shot purchase and sale decision, the delay of one buyer would

hold up purchases and sales by all other buyers, which seems arti�cial.44 Hence, if the supplier

produces the constant �ow quantity q; then its �ow costs are cq. Likewise, R(�) denotes now

the �ow of revenues, while a contract speci�es the �xed �ow of transfers � i together with the

43Our set-up borrows from the large literature on worker-�rm bargaining the representation of the �bargaining
pie�as a �ow of future payo¤s and the availability of an alternative option during (temporary) disagreement. The
seminal papers are Haller and Holden (1990) and Fernandez and Glazer (1991). Importantly, however, in these
models one party (the union) must also undertake a costly action (such as a strike) during temporary breakdown,
which is a source of multiple equilibria and potential delay.
44As buyers compete downstream, in a one-shot model it would indeed be necessary that buyers �wait�until

each of them has come to an agreement with the supplier. Note also that with frictions coming from delay, it
would also not help to allocate a given �time window�to the negotiation process, right after which all purchases
and sales must be made. In this case, rejecting an o¤er to make a countero¤er would not add to the total delay
until which transactions can be consumed. (Such a time window could, however, �work�in a model where frictions
come from an exogenous risk of breakdown between an o¤er and a countero¤er. As noted already previously,
however, this seems not to be a reasonable assumption for professional negotiations.)
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variable �ow qwi.45

The model incorporates both inside and outside options. In a period h where no agreement

has been reached so far but where also no side has yet walked away from the negotiations, a

buyer has the inside option to purchase at the �ow costs cIn. If instead the outside option is

taken up after disagreement, Bi can instantaneously rely on a supply at marginal costs ciOut,

but has to incur the respective (discounted) costs F + KB(�iB).
46 We still de�ne V iIn as in

(9), though this is now in �ow terms. On the other hand, the outside option is stated as the

discounted value of the future stream of payo¤s with

viOut := max
�iB

�
1

r
nimax

q

�
R(q; qS)� (cOut ��iB)q

�
�KB(�iB)� F

�
: (24)

In what follows, we focus on equilibria where all negotiations lead to an immediate agreement.

We comment below on how this is restrictive. The net surplus in each bilateral negotiation is

again ni[R(qS ; qS)� cqS ]�V iIn, though this is now in terms of �ows. As z ! 0, we �nd that the

surplus is split equally given that both sides are equally impatient. This together with wi = c,

which is again intuitive as the argument for Lemma 1 carries over, pins down � i for each Bi,

that is unless � i is determined by the binding outside option of Bi.

Proposition B1. The non-cooperative bargaining game has a unique equilibrium without delay.

All contracts specify wi = c, while as z ! 0 all � i are determined as follows. If

1

2

�
ni [R(qS ; qS)� cqS ] + V iIn

� 1
r
� V iOut; (25)

then � i satis�es

� i =
1

2
ni[R(qS ; qS)� qSc]�

1

2
V iIn: (26)

Otherwise, we have that

� i = n
�
iR(qS ; qS)� qSc

�
� rV iOut: (27)

45We allow �rms in the Cournot game to adjust quantities instantaneously and focus on the competitive
(Markov) equilibrium. Results would be una¤ected if �rms could only adjust quantities each period h or if they
had to �x quantities once and for all after deciding which source of supply to use. O¤ equilibrium, i.e., when
there is delay with Bi or when the two sides have split up unsuccessfully, all �rms that are not controlled by
Bi will still choose qS . This can be supported by beliefs that attribute any other observable quantity choice (or
a change in price) to a temporary deviation by the respective �rm and not to a break-up of negotiations with
the respective buyer. (Note that as long as a �nal break-up is not directly observable, other beliefs may create
incentives to �game�competitors�beliefs by choosing quantities other than the one-shot Cournot levels. We must
leave an analysis of such beliefs to further studies.)
46 It is straightforward to incorporate some �xed real time Z > 0 that it could take to build up own production

facilities.
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Proof. The proof is kept short as we can apply both some of our previous arguments from the

main text as well as standard arguments from the bargaining literature. Given that we focus on

equilibria without delay, in a bilateral negotiation between an agent of S and Bi we can take all

contracts with buyers Bj and j 6= i as given. Also, as already argued for Lemma 1, the agreement

with Bi has no implication for the supplier�s payo¤ from all other buyers Bj . Consequently, we

can consider the negotiations with Bi completely in isolation, which then allows us to draw on

results from standard bilateral alternating-o¤er bargaining.47

There is a unique (subgame perfect) pair of o¤ers that are made by Bi and S respectively,

whenever it is their turn to move (though, in equilibrium, the game will end in h = 0 with

the immediate acceptance of the supplier�s o¤er). Both o¤ers are e¢ cient in that they specify

wi = c. Denote the transfer o¤ered by the buyer by � iB and that o¤ered by the supplier by �
i
S .

The respective o¤er makes the other side just indi¤erent between acceptance and rejection. We

�rst ignore the outside option. Then, the buyer�s alternative is to rely on its inside option for

one (more) period and o¤er � iB in the next period, which the supplier will accept. The buyer�s

discounted value of using the inside option over a period of time z equals (1� e�rz)=r times V iIn
(as de�ned in (9)). Hence, � iB and �

i
S are determined by the two indi¤erence conditions for the

buyer and the supplier

1

r
ni
�
R(qS ; qS)� cqS � � iS

�
=

1� e�rz
r

V iIn +
e�rz

r
ni
�
R(qS ; qS)� cqS � � iB

�
;

1

r
� iB =

e�rz

r
� iS ;

respectively. Solving out and taking limits for z ! 0 yields � iB ! � i and � iS ! � i, where � i is

given by (26). Finally, if � iS does not match the value of the buyer�s outside option, then in the

unique equilibrium � i = � iS is determined by (27).
48 Q.E.D.

To see that the characterization in Proposition 4, which also includes the inside option but

relies on the axiomatic Nash approach, is identical to that in Proposition B1, note that the

instantaneous �ow payo¤ is just equal to r times the discounted value of all future payo¤s.

47See Rubinstein (1982) for the seminal paper on the open-horizon alternating-o¤er game.
48There is no need to take the limit as we speci�ed that a buyer who decides to quit negotiations can take up

its outside option immediately.
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Applying this to the �ows of revenues R(�), costs cq, and �xed transfers � i transforms (25)-(27)

into (11)-(13) and vice versa.

We �nally comment on why there may also exist other sequential equilibria of the game.

First, the repeated interaction in the markets would allow for collusive equilibria, while we

focused on the Cournot outcome. Second, delaying individual agreements may serve as a means

to overcome the supplier�s opportunism problem. Precisely, if we restrict ourselves to long-

term non-renegotiated contracts, then it may be possible to circumvent the non-observability

of contracts by delaying an agreement with, say, buyer Bi for one period so that the quantity

choices of all other buyers Bj or the respective prices (credibly) communicate the respective

variable components wj .49 A detailed analysis of such equilibria is beyond this paper, but may

o¤er new insights in the scope of the opportunism problem.50

Appendix C: Calculations for the Numerical Example

We �rst restate some well known results for the two-�rm linear Cournot model. If both �rms

purchase at constant marginal costs c, they choose the quantities qS = (a� c)=(3b) and realize

per-�rm pro�ts (a�c)2=(9b). If we �x the output of one �rm at qS , then the other �rm optimally

chooses q = (a � bc)=(2b) � qS=2 if it has marginal input costs bc. The pro�ts for the latter �rm
are then (2a� 3bc+ c)2=(36b), where we substituted for qS .

Following disagreement, Bi chooses �iB to maximize

ni
�
2a� 3ciOut + c

�2
36b

� 1
2
B(�

i
B)
2,

where ciOut = cOut � ciOut. This expression is strictly concave whenever ni < 2bB. The �rst-

order condition yields a solution with ciOut < cOut for all feasible c whenever cOut < 2a=3, while

the solution satis�es ciOut > 0 for all c whenever

(2a+ c� 3cOut)ni < cOut(6bB � 3ni). (28)

49 It is important to note, however, that the outcome in Proposition A1 does constitute an equilibrium as under
the (rational) expectations that there is immediate agreement to a contract with wj = c in all other bilateral
negotiations an immediate agreement to wi = c is also the (unique) equilibrium outcome in negotiations with Bi.
50 In the considered dynamic environment market foreclosure may also be achieved by building reputation

through the repeated use of short-term contracts. See Hart (1995) for an argument along these lines.
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For c = cOut = a=2 condition (28) is satis�ed whenever ni < 2bB. Solving for the �rst-order

condition yields

�iB =
(2a+ c� 3cOut)ni

6bB � 3ni
,

which can be substituted into the objective function for Bi to yield

V iOut =
ni

18

B(c+ a=2)
2

2bB � ni
.

Using Proposition 1 and the derived expressions, the outside option of all buyers binds whenever

ni

18

B(c+ a=2)
2

2bB � ni
> ni

(a� c)2

9b

1

2
;

which given the restriction to values 0 � c � a=2 holds if and only if

�S < b�S := a

2

3n� 4bB + 3
p
bB(2bB � n)

bB � n
.

Note also that 0 < b�S < a=2 holds from ni � N < Bb.

If all buyers�outside option binds, we have that

U = N
(a� c)2

9b
� 1
2
S(�S)

2,

which is strictly concave if N < 9bS=2 and which has the solution

��S = a
N

9bS � 2N
,

satisfying 0 < �NBS < a=2 if N < 9bS=4.
51

If buyers�outside option binds, then we have with ni = n that

U = 2N
(a� c)2

9b
� N
9
(a=2 + c)2

B
2bB � n

� 1
2
S(a=2� c)2,

where the �rst-order condition yields

���S = a

241
2
�

9
2Sb�N

5Bb�4n
2bB�n

9Sb�N
6bB�4n
2bB�n

35 .
We have 0 < ���S < a=2 if

N < bS
9

2

2bB � n
9bB � 4n

, (29)

51Note that we do not claim here that ��
S > b�S .
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while U is now strictly concave if

N < bS
9

2

2bB � n
3bB � 4n

;

which is weaker than (29). Moreover, after some transformations we have that (29) is satis�ed

for all n � N if N < 3bS .
52

Summing up, there are only three potential solutions to the problem in stage one: b�S , ��S ,
and ���S . The numerical calculations for the parameters chosen in the example in the main

text show that both ��S and �
��
S are not relevant as both ��S < b�S and ���S > b�S such that

optimally �S = b�S . That is, as depicted in Figure 1 the solutions lie at the kink.
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